
A subject (S) usually occurs in front of the verb, which is called the predicator (P) to 
distinguish it from the form label ‘verb’. The subject is the ‘doer’ of the verb and 
establishes the focus of the sentence. 
e.g.                  S            P
               My friends laughed.
An object (O) usually follows the predicator. It ‘suffers’ the action or process of the 
verb.
e.g.         S           P           O
             We watched the film.

What do I 
need to know?

Word order 

English is a word order language: it 
has relatively few inflections, so the 
position of words in a sentence 
dictates the meaning.  

In a grammatical sentence, English 
uses a subject – verb – object order. If 
the position of these units is changed, 
the meaning changes. There are, 
however, cases where changing the 
order has a stylistic effect; it can alter 
the semantic weight of a sentence to 
attract audience attention.

The basic S–P–O structure

Sentence organisation

Sample analysis: extract from a speech  

OMG! There is nothing prepared me for this day. Thank you, thank you, thank you! 
From the bottom of my heart, I say thank you. Now, before I forget, finally, I must 
acknowledge everyone who’s helped along the way. And my exceptional family I 
salute for their patience. I would not be here were it not for them.  

As a semi-spontaneous ‘thank you’ speech, the stylistic choices reflect the high 
emotion of the occasion and focus attention on key elements of the utterances. 
The opening ‘There’-sentence is emphatic, placing semantic weight on the pro-
noun ‘nothing’ to stress just how unique the experience is, while foregrounded 
adverbials (‘From …’, PrepP; ‘Now’/’finally’, AdvPs; ‘before I forget’, ACl) delay the 
main clause and build anticipation for the acknowledgement. Further emphasis is 
created by the initial position conjunction (‘And’) and the foregrounded object (‘my 
exceptional family’). The subject/predicator inversion marks a conditional.   

1. The S – P – O order is used for declarative sentences, but the subject and predicator 
are inverted for sentences in the interrogative mood.
e.g.        S       P             O             P     S   P          O          
               I can eat chocolate.    Can I eat chocolate? 
               S         P           O                   P   S      P          O
               You crossed the road.   Did you cross the road?
2. Sentences in the passive voice change the order of the subject and object to create 
a different focus.  
e.g.                  S              P               O                      A 
               The wind [battered] the cliffs on the shore.
                         S                        P                      A                  A
               The cliffs [were battered] on the shore by the wind.
This structure can be used to place emphasis on the object, to create suspense by 
delaying (or omitting) the subject of the active sentence, or to recognise that the 
subject is not important (for instance, in reports or science textbooks).
e.g.                        S                          P                          
                Sodium chloride [was added] to a test tube.

3. A clause element can be foregrounded (or fronted) by moving it to the front of 
the sentence, before the subject. This gives it semantic prominence. Fronted 
adverbials are most common.  
e.g.          O   S      P               O    S    P
             Dogs I stroke, but cats I avoid. 
                      A     S   P               O
             At night, I love [to look at the stars].
After a fronted negative adverbial, the subject and predicator can be inverted for 
dramatic effect.
e.g.         A             P     S     P               O
              Never [have] I [seen] such a mess!
4. In ‘There’-sentences (which describe a situation that exists), we can reposition 
the subject by filling the subject site with ‘There’ as a dummy subject. This delays 
the subject and moves it into a more prominent position after ‘to be’; it draws
 attention to new information.
e.g.                           S                P               A
                Too many people are in this room.
                dum S    P            (S)                         A
                There are too many people in this room.
5. In Early Modern English, there are changes in word order that are no longer 
common in PDE. 
• Inversion of subject/predicator in parenthetical quoting clauses e.g. sayeth 

he. 
• Inversion of subject/predicator in subjunctive conditional clauses e.g. had he 

gone.
• Inversion of subject/predicator after foregrounded adverbials e.g. Here will I 

start.
• Inversion of subject/predicator after foregrounded objects e.g. Birds did I hear.
• adverb phrases placed in front of lexical verbs e.g. He happily now is home.   


